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Despite having efficiencies higher than internal combustion engines, heat rejection from
fuel cells remains challenging due to lower operating temperatures and reduced exhaust
heat flow. This work details a full system simulation which is then used to compare a
conventional liquid cooled fuel cell system to two types of evaporatively cooled fuel cell
systems. Both steady state and transient operation are considered. Results show the
radiator frontal area required to achieve thermal and water balance for an evaporatively
cooled system with an aluminium condensing radiator is 27% less than a conventional
liquid cooled system at 1.25 A/cm2 steady state operation. The primary reason for the
reduction is higher heat transfer coefficients in the condensing radiator due to phase
change. It is also shown that the liquid water separation efficiency has a significant in-
fluence on the required radiator frontal area of the evaporatively cooled system.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications
LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/).Introduction
Hydrogen fuel cells are an alternative power source to the
internal combustion engine for vehicle applications due to
zero harmful exhaust emissions, high efficiencies and the
potential to generate hydrogen from renewable methods.
There are many issues to be addressed before the widespread
uptake of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, one such issue is how to
effectively remove waste heat from the electrochemical re-
action of PEM (Proton exchangemembrane) fuel cells. The low
exhaust heat flow of PEM fuel cells compared to the internal
combustion engine (IC) means that, despite higher effi-
ciencies, the heat rejected to the cooling system is higher in
fuel cell vehicles [1]. This combined with lower operating
temperatures, limited by the boiling point of water, creates a
significant demand on the vehicle thermal management).
r Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen En
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016), http://dx.doi.org/10.system. Previous studies which have compared the heat
exchanger requirements of internal combustion and fuel cell
powertrains have concluded that fuel cell vehicles require
radiator frontal areas two to four times the size of conven-
tional internal combustion engines of equal power and up to
four times the cooling air flow [1e3].Fuel cell cooling
Fuel cell cooling can generally be split into three categories, air
cooling, liquid cooling and cooling through phase change; a
detailed review of these different methods is presented by
Zhang and Kandlikar [4].
Air cooling
Passing ambient air either through the cathode or through
additional cooling plates between cells is the simplestmethodergy Publications LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
of evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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of plant is required. Several examples of air cooled fuel cell
vehicles exist in the literature, the Microcab H2EV utilises a
3.0 kW Horizon open cathode fuel cell in a battery hybrid
arrangement [5] and the Suzuki Burgmann fuel cell scooter
which utilises a 1.6 kW air cooled stack [6]. Air cooled fuel cells
are most commonly used in applications, such as in the two
examples, where the rated power is less than 5 kW [7]. As
electrical power (and hence required heat removal) increases,
cooling air flow and heat transfer area required passes the
point where it becomes more beneficial to have either a liquid
or phase change cooling loop and a separate radiator opti-
mised for heat transfer. Odabaee et al and Boyd and Hooman
[8,9] investigated improving heat transfer through usingmetal
foams, showing improved performance at the expense of high
pumping losses. More recently Afshari et al [10], conducted a
numerical study on liquid flow through metal foams as
coolant flowfields, showing both reduced temperature varia-
tion and lower pressure loss compared to conventional
serpentine.
Liquid cooling
Convective heat transfer to liquid coolant is the most
commonplace method of removing waste heat from higher
power PEM fuel cell stacks (>5 kW) [7]. Waste heat is trans-
ferred from the cell, through the bi-polar plate and into the
coolant which flows through separate cooling channels be-
tween selected cells. Heated coolant is then pumped to a
separate heat exchanger where it is either rejected to ambient
or used for alternative purposes such as heating. The com-
parison of different cooling channel geometries and flowfield
designs through numerical simulations has received signifi-
cant attention in the literature, including [11e14] among
others. Chen et al and Baek et al [11,12] looked at the tem-
perature distribution and pressure drop for different flowfield
designs, Sasmito et al and Kang et al [13,14] also demonstrated
how different configurations influenced the overall net power
output of the fuel cell. To avoid significant thermal gradients
across the cell, the change in liquid coolant temperature from
inlet to outlet should be kept small [15,16]. Stack temperature
is regulated by varying the inlet coolant temperature and
coolant flow rate, requiring the thermal management system
to closely match fuel cell stack power demand.
Previous studies have shown good ability to regulate stack
temperature within acceptable limits using conventional con-
trolmethods. Cheng et al [17] varied radiator fan speed on a fuel
cell bus using feedforward/feedback optimal control to regulate
stack temperature. Yu and Jung [16] and Saygili et al [18]
controlled stack temperature by simultaneously varying
coolant flow rate and radiator fan speed. Yu and Jung [19] used
PWM (pulse width modulation) and PI (proportional integral)
control to regulate stack temperature by varying the radiator
fan speed, target stack coolant inlet temperature was obtained
through varying the coolant flow rate, the target inlet temper-
ature was based on their previous modelling study [16]. Saygili
et al [18] created a semi-empirical PEM fuel cell model based on
a 3 kW system to compare PWM and PI control of the radiator
fan, the authors also investigated three different control
methods for the coolant flow rate pump; fixed voltage,
compressor tracking (feedforward) and PI (feedback).Please cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10AlternativelyHu et al. andAhn and Choe [20,21] regulated stack
temperature by controlling the amount of coolant which by-
passes the radiator. Hu et al [20] controlled the by-pass open-
ing factor to achieve a desired stack temperature, comparing
conventional PI and fuzzy logic based feedback control,
whereas Ahn and Choe [21] compared PI and state feedback
control. All of the above studies havemanaged to regulate stack
temperature to within ±2 C across transient current profiles.
An advantage of liquid cooled systems are that they can utilise
existing vehicle radiators and cooling system architecture.
However, lower operating temperatures compared to IC en-
gines require larger radiator frontal areas to achieve thermal
balance. Fronk et al and Rogg et al [1,3] have both looked at
novel radiator designs to try to minimise radiator sizes in fuel
cell vehicles. Islam et al and Zakaria et al [22,23] investigated
the potential of using nanofluids in the liquid coolant loop of
PEM fuel cell stacks, Islam et al [22] claimed up to a 10%
reduction in radiator frontal area from using a nanofluid
compared to conventional water/ethylene glycol coolant mix.
Phase change cooling
Phase change cooling utilises the enthalpy of vapourisation to
remove waste heat from the fuel cell and can be further
separated into heat pipes, flow boiling and evaporative cool-
ing. Whilst heat pipes have been shown to be effective for
passive heat removal from small fuel cell stacks [24], the
required condenser areas and short pipe lengthsmake current
designs better suited to heat spreading in low power appli-
cations. Flow boiling with application to PEM fuel cells has
been experimentally studied by Garrity et al and Souprema-
nien et al [25,26]. Both works represented fuel cell irrevers-
ibilities using a heat pad, demonstrating the potential for
reduced pumping load, good temperature uniformity and
specific heat rejection up to three times higher than liquid
cooling [26]. Flow boiling has further potential to improve fuel
cell vehicle cooling as the high heat transfer coefficients seen
in the condenser may help to reduce heat exchange areas
required. However, this technology has yet to be developed at
a stack level scalable to automotive sized powertrains.
Evaporative cooling through introducing liquid water into
the flow channels of the fuel cell has been studied by several
authors. This method of cooling has the additional benefit of
internally humidifying the cell, removing the need for both
external humidifiers and separate cooling plates within the
stack; although a condenser is required to reclaim the evap-
orated water. Evaporatively cooled stacks have been experi-
mentally demonstrated by Refs. [27e30]. Meyers et al [27] used
capillary action to introduce liquidwater into the cathode flow
channels through a porous plate, demonstrating results in a
30 cell stack. Wood et al [28] injected liquid water into the
anode inlet stream combined with interdigitated flow chan-
nels within the cell to achieve evaporative cooling. Hwang and
Kim [30] used a water atomiser in the cathode inlet for hu-
midification, providing up to 10% of the fuel cell stack heat
removal through evaporation and Warburton et al [29]
demonstrated a 30kWe evaporatively cooled system in an
automotive application with cold start ability. Modelling of
evaporatively cooled fuel cell stacks has been studied by Refs.
[31e34]. Schultze and Horn [31] produced a stack model for
control based studies, Refs. [32e34] used simulations to studyof evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.06.089
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evaporatively cooled fuel cell stacks.
This paper seeks to compare the two most currently viable
coolingmethods for fuel cell vehicles with a high power stack,
which have been identified as liquid cooling and evaporative
cooling. Comparisons are conducted through the use of sys-
tem level simulations, with the aim to quantitatively compare
the heat exchanger requirements for the different systems
and alternative system layouts including both steady state
and thermal transients.Fig. 1 e Fuel cell system layouts.Fuel cell system
Themodels used for comparison are based on a 60 kW, 360 cell
PEM fuel cell system. The fuel cell model remains identical for
both cooling methods with the exception of an additional
term for liquid water addition in the evaporatively cooled
stack and for heat transfer to coolant in the liquid cooled
system. Details of the fuel cell model are presented in the
modelling section.
Liquid cooled (LC) system
The liquid cooled system considered in this study is shown in
Fig. 1a. Heat is removed from the stack via forced convection
of liquid water through circular channels within the bi-polar
plates. A conventional liquid to air cross flow louvred fin
radiator is used to reject waste heat to the environment. Stack
temperature is regulated via feedback control of the radiator
by-pass valve, temperature increase of the coolant across the
stack ismaintained at amaximumof 5 C using a variable flow
rate pump. The inlet cathode gas is humidified using a vapour
exchange system from the cathode exhaust, the anode is dead
ended.
Evaporatively cooled (EC) system
Two different evaporatively cooled thermal management
systems are included in this study, in both cases the fuel cell
stack is the same. Liquid water is added into the cathode flow
channels, here it evaporates, and in the process both humid-
ifies the cells and removes the waste heat. The cathode
exhaust is then cooled, condensing the evaporated water
along with some of the product water, the condensed water is
then separated in a cyclone and stored in a water tank for
future use. The simplest of the two systems uses a louvred fin
radiator to remove heat from the cathode exhaust, this layout
is shown in Fig. 1b and in this paper is referred to as Layout B.
One problem with the condensing radiator layout is that the
water added into the cell must remain de-ionised, and as such
mass manufactured aluminium radiators should be avoided
to reduce cell degradation rates [35]. An alternative is to use an
intermediate condenser to transfer heat to a water/glycol
cooling loop and use a conventional aluminium radiator. This
system is illustrated in Fig. 1c and in this paper is referred to as
the Layout C. One advantage of the intermediate condenser
system is that the coolant loop can be combined with the
vehicle ancillary cooling loads to reduce the number of heat
exchangers compared to the condensing radiator.Please cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.Modelling
Fuel cell stack model
The fuel cell stack is modelled as a lumped parameter system
with interacting sub-models for the anode and cathode mass
balance, cell voltage, energy balance and membrane hydra-
tion. The same model is used for both the liquid cooled and
evaporatively cooled systems, the only differences being the
inclusion of a water injection term _mH2O;inject in the mass con-
servation section for the evaporatively cooled system and the
inclusion of _Qcoolant in the energy balance section for the liquid
cooled model. The model makes the following assumptions:
 All gases are ideal.
 Spacial variation across the cell is not considered.
 Liquid water is assumed to evaporate up to saturation.
 Flooding effects are ignored.
 Diffusion of inert gases across the membrane are not
considered.Cell voltage
Cell voltage is determined from the open circuit voltage and
significant irreversibilities as a function of the current density.of evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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activation overvoltage (Vact) and diffusion of hydrogen from
anode to cathode (fuel crossover (Vfc)) are modelled using the
Tafel equation, where exchange current density (ioc) is cor-
rected for changes in pressure and temperature using Equation
(3) [15]. Mass transport losses (Vtrans) at increased current den-
sities are modelled using the empirical exponential relation-
ship of Equation (4) [7], voltage loss due tomembrane resistance
is simulated using Ohm's law (Equation (5) (Vohm)). Finally cell
voltage (Vcell) is the sum of the open circuit voltage and over-
voltages, stack voltage is the product of cell voltage andnumber
of cells, assuming uniform performance across all cells.
En ¼ D
bh  TDbs
2F
þ RT
2F
ln
0@PH2P12O2
1
1A (1)
Vact þ Vfc ¼ RT2aF ln

iþ in
ioc

(2)
ioc ¼ ioc;0

PH2
P0
g
exp

 Ec
RTs

1

Ts
T0

(3)
Vtrans ¼ atransexpðbtransiÞ (4)
Vohm ¼ Ui (5)
Vcell ¼ En  Vact  Vfc  Vtrans  Vohm (6)
Membrane model
Membrane water content (H2O molecules per SO

3 H
þ site) is
found as a function of vapour activity (am) in both the cathode
and anode using Equation (7) [36]. Mean membrane water
content is then used to determine the electro-osmotic drag
coefficient (ndrag) and protonic conductivity (s) [36]. Membrane
resistance (U) is obtained assuming a uniform conductivity
across the thickness of the membrane. Water vapour diffu-
sivity is determined using the piecewise approximation of
[37], with the third line adapted by Chen and Peng [38] to
prevent a discontinuity at l ¼ 4.5. Equation (13) is then used to
find the net water flow across the membrane as the sum of
both electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion where A is the
stack active area in cm2.
l ¼

0:043þ 17:81am  39:85a2m þ 36:0a3m am < 1
14þ 1:4ðam  1Þ am > 1 (7)
ndrag ¼ 2:5l22 (8)
Dl ¼ exp

2416

1
303
 1
Ts

Dl;30 (9)
Dl;30 ¼
8><>:
1 106 l<2
ð1þ 2ðl 2ÞÞ106 2  l  3
ð3 1:167ðl 3ÞÞ106 3< l  4:5
1:25 106 l  4:5
(10)
s ¼ exp

1268

1
303
 1
Ts

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_mH2Otrans ¼ MH2OA

ndragi
F
 rdry
Mmem
Dl
dl
dz

(13)
Mass conservation
Mass balance is determined separately for each species in
each volume. Four volumes are considered in the model;
anode, cathode, cathode inlet and cathode outlet manifolds.
Equations (14)e(16) show mass balance equations for the
cathode. In the evaporatively cooled model _mH2Oinject repre-
sents the amount of water added to achieve a desired hu-
midity within the cathode flow channel, this is calculated
using a PI (proportional integral) controller to achieve a 100%
target relative humidity. In the liquid cooled model the
_mH2Oinject term is always zero. Equations (17) and (18) show
mass balance equations for the anode volume. _mO2reac and
_mH2reac are the mass fluxes of oxygen and hydrogen consumed
by the electrochemical reaction respectively, _mH2Oreac is the
mass flux of liquid water produced, _mH2Otrans is the net mass
flow rate of water transferred from anode to cathode across
the membrane. Flow rates into the system are determined
from the requested reactant stoichiometries, gas exit flow
from each lumped volume is found using the linearised nozzle
equation [39] (Equation (19)). System back pressure is regu-
lated through changing the cross sectional area of the exit
manifold nozzle (An) using a PI controller, system
pressures refer to fuel cell exit pressure, pre condenser. All
liquid water is assumed to evaporate up until the point where
the volume reaches saturation, excess water will remain in
liquid form. Liquid water can be removed from the flow
channels in one of two ways, either through evaporation once
the saturation limits change or as droplets of liquid water
entrained in the gas flow. The later is simulated as an
empirical function of gas mass flow rate and accumulated
liquid water mass, a value of two has been arbitrarily chosen
for constant (t) [31]. Fuel and water lost from a dead-ended
anode with periodic purging are represented using a con-
stant anode stoichiometry of 1.03, Rabbani and Rokni [40]
indicated that this level of anode bleed is sufficient to pre-
vent the build up of Nitrogen and water in the anode.
dmO2 ;ca
dt
¼ _mO2 in  _mO2out  _mO2reac (14)
dmN2 ;ca
dt
¼ _mN2 in  _mN2out (15)
dmH2O;ca
dt
¼ _mH2Oin þ _mH2Oinject þ _mH2Oreac  _mH2Oout þ _mH2Otrans (16)
dmH2 ;an
dt
¼ _mH2 in  _mH2out  _mH2reac (17)
dmH2O;an
dt
¼ _mH2Oin  _mH2Oout  _mH2Otrans (18)
_mout ¼ CnAnðP1  P2Þ (19)of evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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Energy balance
Energy balance is determined at a stack level assuming a
uniform stack temperature using Equation (21). _Qreac is the
energy liberated from the higher heating value (HHV) of the
hydrogen reacted and _Qelec the electrical energy produced by
the stack. _Qin and _Qout represent the sum of enthalpy into and
out of the stack using Equation (22), where j represents each
species. In the liquid cooled model _Qcoolant represents the
thermal energy transfer from the fuel cell stack to the liquid
coolant through the flow channels and is discussed in the
liquid cooling section, for evaporative cooling _Qcoolant is always
zero.
msCp;s
dTs
dt
¼ _Qreac þ _Qin  _Qelec  _Qout  _Qcoolant (21)
_Q ¼ _mvDHv þ
Xn
j¼1
_mjCpjðT T0Þ (22)
Fuel cell stack validation
The fuel cell stack model has been validated using cell voltage
data from a 30 cell evaporatively cooled stackwith a cell active
area of 320 cm2 [27]. Fig. 2 compares the experimental and
simulated cell voltage for a 1.67 cathode stoichiometry, 80%
cathode humidity. Further validation was conducted by an
industrial partner using a 15 kW stack to compare predicted
and experimental cell temperatures for evaporative cooling.
Across a range of operating conditions, including different
current densities and cathode stoichiometries, a 1.5 C mean
absolute temperature error was observed.
Single phase radiator
The single phase radiator is used in the liquid cooled system
(layout A) and the evaporatively cooled system featuring the
intermediate cooling loop (layout C). Modelled as a cross flow
tube and fin aluminiumheat exchanger, the hot side is a liquid0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
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Fig. 2 e Cell voltage validation, experimental data from Ref.
[27].
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effectiveness number of transfer units method (ε-NTU) is used
to determine the overall heat transfer. Assuming a uniform air
flow over the radiator and even distribution of coolant into
each tube, heat transfer can be modelled for a single cooling
tube then multiplied by the number of tubes within the radi-
ator core. The DittuseBoelter correlation [41] is used to
determine the hot side Nusselt number, cold side heat trans-
fer coefficient is determined using Equation (23) where j is the
Colburn factor, found as an empirical function of louvred fin
geometry [42], the radiator geometry used in this study is
shown in Table 2. Once both heat transfer coefficients are
known the overall heat transfer coefficient (Equation (24)) can
be found, alongwith the heat capacity ratio (Equation (25)) and
number of transfer units (Equation (26)). The effectiveness and
finally heat transfer can be determined using Equations (27)
and (28) respectively where ntubes is the total number of cool-
ing tubes in the radiator.
hair ¼
j _mair;finCp;air
AfinPr
2
3
air
(23)
UA ¼
24 1
hhpdhL
þ
ln

dhþ2tw
dh

2pkwL
þ 1
hchcAc
351 (24)
Cr ¼ CminCmax (25)
NTU ¼ UA
Cmin
(26)
ε ¼ 1 exp

1
Cr

NTU0:22

exp
 CrNTU0:78 1 (27)
_Qrad ¼ εntubesCmin

Th;in  Tc;in

(28)
Radiator geometry based on Ref. [43] (Table 2) has been
used with changes in the core width and height to change
frontal area. Comparison of the predicted heat transfer to
those measured in Ref. [43] can be seen in Fig. 3 showing a
good agreement in heat transfer across a variety of air and
coolant flow rates with a 4.2% mean absolute error.Condenser models
Two separate condensers are considered in this study, a
condensing radiator used in layout B and a compact plate
condenser used in layout C. The hot side of both condensers is
the cathode exhaust, a mixture of condensable water vapour
and non-condensable Oxygen and Nitrogen. In the
condensing radiator the cathode exhaust mixture flows
downward inside vertical tubes in a cross flow fin and tube
heat exchanger, the cold side being ambient air flow. In the
compact plate condenser the cathode exhaust mixture flows
between multiple pressed plates with chevron flow patterns,
the cold side is the liquid coolant loop running in counterflow
through alternating plates.
The hot side calculations of both condensers are based on
an adapted version of the iterativemodel developed by No andof evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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conditions seen in a fuel cell exhaust, including variation in
oxygen content, superheating and pressure drop. As vapour
condenses from the free stream onto the wall surface, a
condensate boundary layer is formed, this leaves behind a
second boundary layer of gas with a lower mass fraction of
condensable water vapour and higher mass fraction of non-
condensable gas. Once established, water vapour must first
transfer across the non-condensable boundary before
condensing at the liquid water interface. The mass transfer
resistance of water vapour across the non-condensable gas
boundary severely impedes heat transfer compared to pure
condensation and needs to be accounted for [45]. Fig. 4 illus-
trates the double boundary layer and partial pressure profiles
within the non-condensable layer. The variation in non-
condensable mass fraction along the heat exchanger length
due to condensation can cause the hot side heat transfer co-
efficient to vary by an order of magnitude between inlet and
outlet [46]. To account for such changes a one-dimensional
model has been used in this work. In this case the heatFig. 4 e Illustration of double boundary layer method.
Please cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
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Since the calculation of heat transfer coefficient requires prior
knowledge of the temperature at the interface between the
condensate layer and non-condensable boundary layer, an
iterative calculation method has been used.
Hot side heat transfer
The heat flux of the radiator hot side (Equation (29)) is calcu-
lated using the total hot side heat transfer coefficient (ht) and
temperature difference between the bulk gas and hot side
wall. ht represents a parallel combination of the sensible and
condensation heat transfer coefficients between the bulk gas
and film surface in series with the thermal resistance across
the condensate layer to the wall, shown in Equation (30).
qt ¼ htðTb  Twall;hÞ (29)
1
ht
¼ d
k
þ 1
hcd þ hcv (30)
The heat transfer coefficient due to condensation (hcd) is
equal to the product of the enthalpy of vapourisation of liquid
water and the water vapour flux from the bulk to the
condensate layer (condensation rate). The condensation rate
is determined from the gradient of water vapour concentra-
tion between the bulk and the interface and the mass transfer
coefficient, shown in Equation (31).
hcd ¼ gDHv Wv;i Wv;b
1Wv;i
ðTi  TbÞ (31)
Water vapour mass fraction in the bulk flowmixture (Wv,b)
can be determined from the known mass flow rate of each
species using Equation (32). Interface water vapour mass
fraction (Wvi) can be calculated assuming saturation at an
estimated interface temperature, the estimate is later refined
in the iterative procedure.
Wv;b ¼
_mv;b
_mv;b þ _mN2 ;b þ _mO2 ;b
(32)
The Stanton number (St) is used to determine both the heat
transfer coefficient (Equation (33)) and mass transfer coeffi-
cient (Equation (34)) by applying the heat and mass transfer
coefficient analogy and using the Dipprey correlation for
rough tubes. Equation (35) is used to determine the relative
roughness inside the pipe from the interfacial friction factor.
The Wallis correlation (Equation (36)) is used to calculate the
friction factor at the condensate/gas interface assuming ver-
tical annular flow. The Petukhov correlation is used to find the
friction factor in a smooth pipe (f) used in Equation (36) [44].
Stht ¼
fi
2
1þ
ffiffi
fi
2
q  
5:19
 
Reb
ffiffi
fi
2
q
u
dh
!0:2
Pr0:44b  8:48
! ¼ Nu
RebPrb
(33)
Stmt ¼
fi
2
1þ
ffiffi
fi
2
q  
5:19
 
Reb
ffiffi
fi
2
q
u
dh
!0:2
Sc0:44b  8:48
! ¼ g
rbVb
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dh
¼ exp
 
3 0:4

fi
2
0:5!
(35)
fi ¼ f

1þ 300 d
dh

(36)
The Nusselt number for convective heat transfer can be
calculated directly fromEquation (33). To calculate the Nusselt
number due to condensation, the mass transfer coefficient is
first determined using the mass transfer Stanton number
(Equation (34)). The condensation heat transfer coefficient can
then be resolved using Equation (31), from which the
condensation Nusselt number is found (Nu ≡ hdh/k).
Blowing (thinning and waviness of condensate layer due to
flux perpendicular to the flow) can have a significant influence
on the total heat transfer. In the model blowing effects are
considered by using the blowing parameter, detailed in Ref.
[44] (Equation (38)) to modify the Stanton number found using
Equation (37). Nusselt numbers are then re-calculated and
corrected for entrance effects, shown in Equation (39).
Stb ¼ St bhexpðbhÞ  1 (37)
bh ¼
_mcd
_mbSt
¼  JaNucd
StPrbReb
Nuf
Nuf þ ðNucv þNucdÞ kbkf
(38)
Nue ¼
8>><>>:
1:5

x
dh
0:16
Nu if
x
dh
<12
Nu if
x
dh
 12
(39)
Heat transfer across the condensate film qf ¼ hf(Ti  Twall,h)
can then be compared to heat transfer across the non-
condensable boundary layer qb ¼ (hcd þ hcv)(Tb  Ti), iterating
the interface temperature (Ti) until the two become equal. In
the case of a superheated stream, only the convection heat
transfer coefficient is considered.
After the overall heat transfer for a single section has been
found, it is possible to determine the exit properties of the hot
side flow for that section. Pressure gradient is established
from the friction factor, followed by calculating the hot side
exit temperature. When the bulk flow temperature is above
the dew point and the wall temperature below, an energy
balance is performed using Equation (40) [47], where n refers to
the condenser section, _mcd the rate of condensation and qgas is
the convective heat transfer between the bulk and condensate
interface, calculated from hcv only.
Tb;nþ1 ¼

_mN2Cp;N2 þ _mO2Cp;O2 þ _mv;nCp;v

Tb;n  qgas  _mcdCp;vTi;n
_mN2Cp;N2 þ _mO2Cp;O2 þ _mv;nþ1Cp;v
(40)
Since Equation (40) does not account for the saturation
limit of water vapour, when the bulk flow is at saturation a
separate energy balance is performed using the enthalpy of
the bulk flow at saturation (Equation (41)). The hot side section
exit temperature can then be found as a function of the exit
enthalpy (Hout ¼ Hin  qt) and pressure using Equation (41)
where _mv;max is the maximum vapour flow rate at saturation.Please cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.Hh ¼ fðT;PÞ ¼

_mN2Cp;N2 þ _mO2Cp;O2 þ _mlCp;l
ðT T0Þ
þ _mv;max

DHv þ Cp;vðT T0Þ
 (41)
Condensing radiator
The hot side section of the condensing radiator model is
validated using data from Refs. [47], who instrumented a
single radiator tube in annular flow with liquid water and
conducted tests across a range of flow rates at different inlet
temperatures and vapour mass fractions. Fig. 5a and b
compare the experimental heat transfer and condensate rates
respectively to those predicted by the model. Overall the
model shows a good agreement with the experimental data,
with a mean deviation less than 14% across a wide range of
saturated and unsaturated operating conditions.
Cold side section heat transfer is calculated in the same
way as the air side of the liquid cooled radiator described in
the single phase radiator section for air flow over louvred fins.
The same radiator geometry, shown in Table 2, is used for
both radiators in this study with the exception of the tube
depth, which was increased from 2.5 mm to 5 mm for the
condensing radiator to prevent excessive pressure drop.
Overall heat transfer for each section in the condenser model
is determined by comparing the predicted hot and cold side
heat transfers, then iterating the wall temperature until the
two sides converge.
Compact plate condenser
The compact plate condenser is used in layout C to transfer
heat between the cathode exhaust and vehicle coolant loop.
Assuming the flow is evenly split between the different
plates, heat transfer is determined for a single set of plates
(one hot and one cold plate) in a single pass counterflow
layout then scaled up across the whole heat exchanger. Heat
transfer area is determined as the surface area of the plate
multiplied by the surface enlargement factor caused by the
chevron surface enhancements. The influence of the surface
enhancements on the boundary layer have not been
considered in this model.
Cold side Nusselt number is found using the empirical
correlation of [46] for single phase flow inside a compact plate
heat exchanger using a 22 chevron angle (Equation (42)).
Predicted hot and cold side heat transfer are compared and
the wall temperature iterated until the two sides converge for
each section moving from hot side inlet to exit. Further iter-
ation is then required to determine the cold side temperature
profile since the heat exchanger is in a counterflow arrange-
ment. The number of required iterations are reduced by using
the cold side temperature profile from the previous time step
as an initial estimate.
Nu ¼ 0:103Re43Pr13 (42)
The compact condenser model was validated using data
for a single hot side plate from Refs. [46], across a repre-
sentative range of flow rates and inlet temperature the
mean absolute predicted heat transfer error was 2.4%. Fig. 6
shows the experimental and predicted hot side temperature
profiles based on an 80 C inlet with a Reynolds number of
1600.of evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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Fig. 5 e Condenser tube validation, data from Ref. [47].
Fig. 6 e Experimental condenser validation [46].
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To prevent membrane drying in the liquid cooled system, the
cathode inlet flow is humidified using vapour transfer from
the cathode exhaust. A best case humidifier has been
modelled, vapour is transferred either up to the point of
requested relative humidity (0e1), or until the molar concen-
tration of water vapour in the exhaust and inlet are equal,
whichever is less. The maximum vapour flow rate, at which
the molar concentrations are equal, is found using Equation
(43).
_mv;max ¼ _mH2O;c out
_mN2MO2 þ _mO2 ;hum; outMN2
_mN2MO2 þ _mO2 ;ca; outMN2
(43)
Once vapour transfer has been determined, an energy
balance is performed to calculate the new humidifier exit
temperature. The humidity and desired vapour transfer are
then re-evaluated at the new humidifier exit temperature, thisPlease cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10process is repeated until further iterations yield a change in
temperature less than 0.01 C.Cooling (liquid cooled only)
Heat is removed from the liquid cooled stack via circular
cooling channels in the bi-polar plates between cells. Coolant
heat transfer coefficient is determined using the Dit-
tuseBoelter correlation for turbulent pipe flow [41]. Assuming
equal cooling flow to each tube, heat transfer is evaluated for a
single tube then multiplied by the number of tubes within the
entire stack. The ε-NTU method is used with an infinite heat
capacity ratio due to the uniform cell temperature assump-
tion, effectiveness is found using Equation (44) [41] and heat
transfer using Equation (45).
ε ¼ 1 expðNTUÞ (44)
_Qcoolant ¼ ε _mcoolantCp;coolantðTs  TcoolantÞ (45)
Coolant flow rate is regulated through a proportional in-
tegral (PI) controller to achieve a target coolant temperature
difference across the stack of 5 C, the minimum flow rate is
10l pm. Stack temperature is regulated by changing the
amount of coolant which by-passes the radiator, also using a
PI controller, this method has been used with good effect by
Hu et al [20] among others.Coolant tank
The thermal inertia of the coolant tank is modelled using a
first order differential energy balance similar to the fuel cell
stack. Heat into the cooling loop comes from either the
compact plate condenser (Layout C) or the fuel cell stack
(Layout A). In both cases thermal energy is removed through
the radiator. Equation (46) shows the energy balance for the
liquid cooled (Layout A) coolant tank.of evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.06.089
Table 2 e Heat exchanger parameters.
Parameter Value
Compact plate condenser
Coolant flow rate 60lpm
Thickness of single plate 1 mm
Surface enlargement factor 1.12
Plate effective hydraulic diameter 4 mm
Total heat transfer area 3 m2
Radiator [43]
Coolant tank capacity 10 l
Fin length 8.59 mm
Fin pitch 2.5 mm
Fin thickness 0.1 mm
Louvre height 0.315 mm
Louvre length 6.74 mm
Louvre pitch 1.14 mm
i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h yd r o g e n e n e r g y x x x ( 2 0 1 6 ) 1e1 3 9mcoolantCp;coolant
dTtank
dt
¼ _Qcoolant  _Qrad (46)
Results
The evaporatively cooled fuel cell stack and heat exchanger
models used in this study have each been individually vali-
dated across realistic operating conditions. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that when combined, the models will
also give representative results at a system level. Using this
method, simulations for all three fuel cell systems were
implemented using MATLAB Simulink with base parameters
for ‘typical’ hybrid fuel cell vehicle shown in Table 1.
Tube depth 21.58 mm
Tube height (condensing) 5.0 mm
Tube height (liquid) 2.5 mm
Tube thickness 0.32 mm
Fig. 7 e Stack temperatures of EC and LC system.System temperatures
Steady state stack temperature across different current den-
sities for both the Liquid cooled and evaporatively cooled
systems are shown in Fig. 7. Since the liquid cooled stack
temperature is regulated by the radiator by-pass position
which has some degree of integral control, the steady state
error is zero and stack temperature is equal to target tem-
perature of 80 C. In the evaporatively cooled stack, liquid
water is supplied to achieve a desired 100% cathode flow
channel relative humidity. As current density increases, the
air flow rate to achieve a desired stoichiometry will increase,
allowing more water vapour to be evaporated and more heat
to be removed from the stack at a rate linearly proportional to
current density. Due to irreversible voltage losses, the in-
crease in heat generation with current density is non-linear,
resulting in a small increase in stack temperature with cur-
rent density. However, the exponential nature of the satura-
tion pressure keeps the temperature increase within
acceptable limits throughout the ideal (ohmic) current density
region of the stack. Between (0.2e1.0 A/cm2) the increase inTable 1 e Fuel cell parameters.
Parameter Value
Rated power 50 kW
Maximum net efficiency (LHV) 56%
Cells in stack 360
Active area per cell 200 cm2
Cathode stoichiometry 2.5
Anode stoichiometry 1.03
Mass of stack (ms) 30 kg
Specific heat of stack (Cps) 3.5 kJ/kgK
Stack cathode volume 0.01 m3
Membrane thickness (z) 100 mm
Internal current density (in) 1.5  104 A/cm2
Mass transport coefficient (atrans) 3  104
Mass transport coefficient (btrans) 3.0
Exchange current density at STP 3.2  108 A/cm2
Molar mass membrane [38] (Mmem) 1.1 kg/mol
Dry density membrane [49] (rdry) 1.98 g/cm
3
Cooling tubes per plate 50
Cooling tube diameter 2 mm
Stack cooling heat transfer area 5 m2
Compressor efficiency 70%
Please cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.stack temperature was 2.4 C, without the need for thermal
management feedback control, provided humidity is main-
tained. Increasing operating pressure also increases stack
operating temperature due to the reduced vapour mass frac-
tion leaving the stack for the same saturation pressure. This
may lead to the maximum operating pressure of the system
being dictated by the maximum permissible temperature of
the membrane.
Transient stack and coolant temperatures over a current
profile for both the liquid cooled system (Layout A) and
evaporatively cooled system with intermediate condenser
(Layout C) are displayed in Fig. 8, ambient temperature is 25 C,
radiator air speed is constant at 6 m/s. Both systems are able
to regulate stack temperature to within acceptable limits
throughout the drive cycle, ±0.93 C for the liquid cooled
system using PI feedback control of the radiator by-pass and
±1.00 C for the evaporatively cooled system being self regu-
lating. To reduce thermal gradients within the liquid cooled
stack coolant temperature rise across stack is limited to 5 C,
at low loads heat exchanger effectiveness is high and coolantof evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
1016/j.ijhydene.2016.06.089
Fig. 8 e Temperatures across transient current profile.
Fig. 9 e EC system net water flow for different layouts.
i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y x x x ( 2 0 1 6 ) 1e1 310exits close to stack temperature. To maintain the target
coolant temperature increase then requires the coolant tank
temperature to be close to stack temperature as seen in Fig. 8.
In contrast, since the coolant in the evaporatively cooled
system does not come into contact with the stack there is no
regulation on temperature and during periods of low load the
coolant tank temperature tends to ambient temperature. This
provides a thermal inertia which can be utilized for increased
heat transfer andwater collection during short periods of high
load operation. A lower coolant temperature is also beneficial
for ancillaries cooling, such as the motors and power
electronics.Fig. 10 e Comparison of Radiator hot side heat transfer
coefficients.Evaporatively cooled layout
It is possible to compare the performance of the two different
evaporatively cooled system layouts by observing the net
water flow across different current densities for the same
operating conditions and radiator frontal area. Net water flow
is calculated as the rate of water consumed in hydrating and
cooling the stack ( _mH2O;inject), subtracted from the rate of liquid
water extracted from the cathode exhaust stream after the
condenser (Equation (47)).
_mH2O;net ¼ _mH2O;collect  _mH2O;inject (47)
Fig. 9 demonstrates net water flow of both layouts across a
steady state polarisation, along with the maximum possible
net water flow (reaction product water). Simulations were
conducted with an ambient temperature of 25 C and a radi-
ator air velocity of 4 m/s. The condensing radiator layout is
shown to perform better than the intermediate condenser
across all loads. The point at which the system enters net
water loss is 1.40 A/cm2 for the condensing radiator system
(layout B) and 0.89 A/cm2 for the intermediate condenser
system (layout C). Themaximum net flow of layout B is 2.98 g/
s at 0.78 A/cm2 current density compared to 1.92 g/s at 0.49 A/Please cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10cm2 for layout C. The improvement of layout B compared to
layout C is primarily because of higher hot side heat transfer
coefficientswithin the radiator due to condensationwhich are
not seen in the liquid cooled radiator used in layout C. Fig. 10
compares the hot side heat transfer coefficient profile of the
condensing radiator to the liquid cooled radiator, the only
differences between the two radiators are the hot side work-
ing fluids and tube diameter. At low to mid current densities
the hot side of the condensing radiator is cooled close to the
tube inlet, causing the mass fraction of non-condensable gas
to drop, reducing the heat transfer coefficient below that of
the liquid cooled radiator. At higher current densities,
increased air flow and a slight elevation in temperature lead to
both a higher Reynolds number and lower mass fraction of
non-condensable, increasing heat transfer coefficient. As
current density increases, so does the gap between net water
flow of the two systems, which can be seen in Fig. 9.
For the collected water to remain de-ionised conventional
aluminium heat exchangers are not suitable [1]. In the
condensing radiator layout (Layout B) condensate comes into
direct contact with the radiator tubes. To avoid contamination
either the tube internals need to be coated or a different ma-
terial used for the radiator. The dashed line in Fig. 9 shows theof evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.06.089
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stainless steel of the same geometry, the reduction in per-
formance is due to the lower thermal conductivity of stainless
steel. Whilst the performance of the stainless steel radiator
could potentially be improved through geometry optimisa-
tion, this demonstrates the requirement for heat exchangers
specifically designed for use with evaporatively cooled fuel
cell vehicles.
Heat exchange area
The radiator frontal areas required for water and thermal
balance of all three system layouts at different ambient tem-
peratures for 1.25 A/cm2 constant current density (55 kW net
electrical power) with a radiator air velocity of 5 m/s are
shown in Fig. 11. The radiator core size for the liquid cooled
system has been calculated to give a steady state stack tem-
perature equal to the evaporatively cooled system, the by-pass
valve is fully opened and at maximum coolant flow rate
(60lpm). Radiator fin and tube geometry (Table 2) is the same
for all three layouts excluding the tube depth which is 2.5 mm
for the liquid cooled radiator and 5 mm for the condensing
radiator to reduce pressure drop. For all the ambient tem-
peratures considered layout B (Evaporatively cooled,
condensing radiator) needed the minimum radiator heat ex-
change area tomaintain thermal andwater balance, theworst
performing design was layout C (Evaporatively cooled, inter-
mediate cooling loop) which needed a considerably higher
heat exchange area, especially at high ambient temperatures.
The better performance of the condensing radiator layout is
primarily caused by the presence of phase change within the
radiator tubes giving rise to higher heat transfer coefficients.
The conventional liquid cooled design performed better than
layout C because the intermediate cooling loop had a lower
temperature at the radiator hot side inlet, reducing the overall
temperature difference between coolant and ambient. At an
ambient temperature of 35 C the heat exchange area for
layout B is 26.7% less than layout A (liquid cooled) and 62.56%
less than layout C (intermediate cooling loop).
For low ambient temperatures the liquid cooled system
thermal performance reduces and further reductions in10 15 20 25 30 35 40
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Fig. 11 e Radiator size required for different layouts and
ambient temperatures at 1.25 A/cm2 5 m/s velocity.
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midification system is unable to transfer enough vapour to the
low temperature inlet stream to sufficiently humidify the
stack, drying the membrane. Inlet humidity could potentially
be increased by increasing the operating pressure, both
reducing the required water vapour mole fraction and
increasing the compressor exit temperature.
Collection efficiency
In the previous examples it has been assumed that all liquid
water present at the exit of the condenser can be collected
from the exhaust stream. In reality, liquid separation effi-
ciencies for a well designed cyclone are in the region of
95e99% [48]. Reductions in collection efficiency cause non-
linear increases in temperature reduction required to main-
tain water balance, due to the non-linear saturation pressure
of water vapour. Fig. 12 shows how collection efficiency in-
fluences required radiator frontal area for layout B, model
inputs were 35 C ambient temperature, 1.0 A/cm2 current
density and 7m/s radiator air velocity. This is compared to the
frontal area requirements for a liquid cooled system operating
under identical conditions to achieve the same stack tem-
perature as the 1.3 bar.a evaporatively cooled simulation. The
comparison shows that at low operating pressures a high
collection efficiency is required to make evaporative cooling
better than liquid cooling in terms of radiator requirements
(91.0% at 1.3 bar.a). Increasing the operating pressure reduces
the required efficiency to make evaporative cooling beneficial
(86.5% at 1.7 bar.a), this demonstrates that with current sep-
aration efficiencies it is possible to reduce radiator frontal area
using evaporative cooling.Conclusions
A comparison of three different cooling methods for fuel cell
vehicles has been presented and it has been shown that radi-
ator frontal area can be reduced up to 27% by changing from
liquid to evaporative cooling, provided an aluminiumFig. 12 e Influence of collection efficiency on required
radiator frontal area.
of evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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improvement seen by the evaporative cooling design is due to
phase change within the radiator tubes, although for these
benefits tobeachievedahigh liquidwater separationefficiency
is required. Contamination issues with aluminium heat ex-
changers along with a change in working fluid from liquid to
two-phase would require conventional radiators to be rede-
signed, however further improvements may be obtained from
optimising the air side geometry to account for the higher heat
transfer coefficients of the two phase hot side flow.Acknowledgements
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Nomenclature
A: Area, m2
bh: Blowing parameter
C: Heat capacity, J/K
Cn: Nozzle discharge coefficient
Cp: Specific heat, J/kgK
Dl: Membrane diffusivity, cm
2/s
dh: Hydraulic diameter, m
Ec: Cathode activation energy, kJ/mol
En: Reversible cell voltage, V
F: Faraday constant, C/molPlease cite this article in press as: Fly A, Thring RH, A comparison
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g: Mass transfer coefficient, kg/m2 s
H: Enthalpy, J/kg
h: Heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
i: Current density, A/cm2
Ja: Jakob number
j: Colburn factor
k: Thermal conductivity, W/mK
L: Length, m
M: Molar mass, kg/mol
m: Mass, kg
NTU: Number of transfer units
Nu: Nusselt number
P: Pressure, Pa
Pr: Prandtl number
_Q: Energy, W
q: Heat transfer, W/m2
Re: Reynolds number
Sc: Schmidt number
St: Stanton number
T: Temperature, K
t: Time/Wall thickness, s, m
U: Overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
V: Voltage/Velocity, V, m/s
W: Mass fraction
x: Distance from channel inlet, m
z: Membrane thickness, m
Subscript
0: Value at STP
an: Anode
b: Bulk flow
c: Cold side
ca: Cathode
cd: Condensation
cv: Convection
e: Entrance
f: Condensate film
h: Hot side
hum: Humidifier
ht: Heat transfer
i: Condensate layer interface
l: Liquid water
mt: Mass transfer
s: Fuel cell stack
t: Total
v: Water vapour
w: Wall
Greek
a: Charge transfer coefficient
g: Pressure dependency coefficient (0.5)
DHv: Enthalpy of vapourisation, J/kg
Dbh: Enthalpy change, J/molK
Dbs: Entropy change, J/mol
d: Condensate layer thickness, m
ε: Heat exchanger effectiveness
h: Radiator fin efficiency
l: Membrane water content
r: Density, kg/m3
t: Water entrainment constant
U: Membrane resistance, U/cm2
u: Surface roughness, mof evaporative and liquid cooling methods for fuel cell vehicles,
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